
Vocabulary

Topic Checkers:

Write the definitions for these words:

When a substance changes from 
a solid into a gas it

 .

When a substance changes from 
a liquid into a solid it

 .

evaporation condensation

Match these words to their definitions.

solid Has no fixed shape. Can change its 
shape and volume to fill a container.

liquid Has a fixed shape, does not flow and 
its volume does not change.

gas Has no fixed shape, flows to fill the 
bottom of a container and its volume 
does not change.

States of Matter 
Science Review!States of Matter 
Science Review!

Which words are missing from these sentences? 



Understand
If I change a solid 
into a liquid it is 
always possible to 
change it back again. 
 
Heat changes  
a liquid into  
a solid.

All substances 
melt at the same 
temperature.

Snow, sleet, hail 
and rain are all 
condensed water.

True
Write the word ice in one of the  
boxes next to the arrows. Add two 
other forms for this substance in  
the other boxes.

False

Hotter

Cooler

True or false?

Label these parts of the water cycle.

 evaporation condensation precipitation percolation



Explain
Diamond

Look at these pictures. Label each as a solid, liquid 
or gas.Understand

Explain one property that solids and liquids have in 
common but a gas does not ?



Explain

Mia is conducting an experiment where 
she is changing a solid to a liquid. 
Explain what precautions she should 
take to keep herself safe.

Yassa and Philip cannot agree 
if a substance is a solid or a 
liquid. What test could they do 
to find out?

How are clouds formed?

The children in Class 4 conducted an experiment to find the melting 
points of different solids. Jennifer has recorded her results.

Melting  Point

ice 0°C

chocolate 32°C

cheese 60°C

Average room temperature
20°C 

Which substance melted first?

Which substances needed to be 
heated in order to melt?

What is a melting point?



What happened?

Prediction

If it rained in both places at the 
same time for the same length 
of time, where would the puddle 
disappear first?
Explain your answer.

 Setting A Setting B

Circle a place where it is more likely 
to snow than in other places. 
Explain your answer.

equator

There is a puddle of water outside 
Kim’s house. Two days later, it has 
changed state. 
What might have happened to it?

Every morning, at the same time, 
Sunil goes into the garden for 
exercise. This morning, he found 
droplets of dew on the grass.
Why is this?


